and well-prepared person who is not indifferent and aspires to go beyond the swamp of the official opposition struggle, which is now mainstream.

There is no doubt that Mikhail acted purposefully, understated his motives clearly, and consciously sacrificed himself during the action. It is impossible to read the stories of our comrades about the nightmarish torture in the dungeons of the Gestapo-PSB without the heart bleeding and without being overwhelmed with a thirst for revenge for sadists in uniform. When a feeling of indignation and a desire for justice fills up the cup of patience, when internal moral conflict becomes intolerable for an honest person, then concern for their own welfare retreats before deciding to call the soundruls to account. Anarchists often did this in the past, rushing into a suicide attack on a tyrant and executioner.

Mikhail showed composure and endurance of a true revolutionary. We are deeply shocked, full of grief from the heroic death of Mikhail and deeply saddened that he did not leave any hope for himself.

We accept Mikhail as he is, and express our full solidarity and respect for his Act. He lived as he thought was right, and died, like a hero, in the struggle for the ideals of Freedom and Justice.

Death to the Federal Collision of the Infinities!
Long live the Anarchy!
Eternal memory to Mikhail Zhlobitsky! Rest in peace, dear comrade.

WHAT DID YOU DO INSTEAD OF VOTING?
- I walked in the woods.
- I spent time with a loved one.
- I did something nice/helpful for a sick friend.
- I was emotionally vulnerable with someone I care about.
- I organized.
- I expressed solidarity with a persecuted comrade.
- I joked the surveillance-society in the eyes.
- I practiced shooting.
- I worked on infrastructure or skills that decrease dependence on state apparatuses.
- I prepared safe housing or other resources for those in need of sanctuary.
- I worked on reestablishing forest where there was once pavement or farmland.
- I vandalized/sabotaged/destroyed a business/government entity to inhibit/prevent its operation.
- I assassinated a politician or other state official.
- I liberated an imprisoned being.
- I did something else that brought me joy.
- I didn’t legitimize the white settler-colonial state or continue in the cycle of my own oppression.
- All of the above.

“Without our own projects – our own projectuality and a sense of the direction we want to move in – there is no such thing as “support.” To be supported, first of all, we need to want someone’s help. From there we can ask ourselves what that help needs to look like and we can communicate that to our friends. If this isn’t the case then we’re not being supported, we are being managed. Part of liberation is that we can’t be told what to want, or how to be, or what to do: we have to take the responsibility to look at the situation ourselves, figure out what we want, and then do what needs to be done. Our supporters can’t do this for us. I don’t need people to fight for me, I need people to fight with me. There’s a big difference.”

from LESSONS REGARDING WARFARE
WHAT WENT DOWN

September 24 - South Street OCF coffee house window broken with brick.
Early October - Philly Antifa doxx one Keystone State Skinheads/Kesney United fascist every day for thirty days.
October 2 - Statue of failed colonizer Thorfinn Karlsen defiantly erected and pushed into the Schuylkill River.
The statue has been a rallying point for Keystone United every October since its fall.
October 8 - “Italian Americans Against Racism” leave anti-Columbus and anti-colonial tags at the Italian Immigration Museum and on and around the Columbus statue in South Philly.
October 8 - Banner dropped over Columbus Blvd in support of Vaughan 17 prison rebels.
October 8 - Multiple businesses around 4th St and Spruce St vandalized.
October 17 - Person dressed in black takes paper from a nearby trash can, inserts it into the gas tank of a philadelphia police cruiser, and lights it in an attempt to ignite the gas tank near Pennsylvania University Hospital.
October 22 - Graffiti in solidarity with the Vaughan 17 prison rebels in West Philly, South Philly, and Center City.
October 29 - First day of trial for the Vaughan defendants. "Here is to those taking risks, inside the prison walls, and out!"
October 25 - Bank robbed at 6600 Castor Avenue using a demand note.
October 29 - Bank robbed at 8000 Verree Road using a demand note.
November 1 - Banner dropped in Wilmington.
In solidarity with the Vaughan 17 - PRISONERS DON’T KEEP ANYONE SAFE! #VAUGHN17 (A) ★
"We want a revolution in which all people are free from exploitation, oppression, and violence. It is our responsibility to create a world where everyone has the right to live in peace and dignity. "

NOTICE

A series of newer black Ford sedans have been patrolling the city with corresponding license plates. JZ6 4692 has been spotted in parts of West Philly, with plainclothes officers cooperating directly with a uniformed Philadelphia Police Department patrol car; JZ6 4697 was doing the same in Center City; and JZ6 4659 and JZ6 4650 were in South Philly, with what appeared to be uniformed PPD officers driving. They all had spotlights beside the driver-side mirror, and appeared to have red and blue lights hidden in their grills, but were otherwise unremarkable beside being a fairly typical model of car driven by law enforcement officers.

The sequence of the plates suggests there are quite a few more, as the numbers are nearly sequential. The cars have been seen similar to the rather vague description of “a black unmarked car driving around Point Breeze stopping people asking for proof of US citizenship” back in September. Anyone with details about these cars is encouraged to contact us, as we intend to follow up with the publication of any other details we can confirm. ★

THE PLAGUE OF WESTERN CHAUVINISM

The Proud Boys are a far-right faction founded by notorious racist and anti-Semitic Gavin McInnes, who is also the co-founder of Vice News. They advocate for “western chauvinism,” have shootouts like the fraternal Order of the Alt Knights, were violent participants in the Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, and have recently continued their brawling tendencies in Providence, New York City, and Portland.

Proud Boys like to wear black and yellow Fred Perry polo shirts, despite the company having denounced Nazi Skinheads and other racists that sport its gear. They seem to be gaining adherents too, as we see folks from South American Nazi groups brawling on their side in the recent NYC rioting. This also fits with some of the t-shirts Proud Boys have been wearing as of late declaring “Pinocchio did nothing wrong,” and other references to the Chilean dictator throwing leftists out of actively flying helicopters.

NYC Antifa recently doxxed members of the group who showed up to Gavin McInnes’ talk at the GOP’s Manhattan headquarters and Metropolitan Republican Club at 122 E. 83rd St. Following the event, Proud or customer who decides one lonely night to finally end their existence, and they deny them even that freedom.

Meanwhile, empathy, that essentially human capacity, to feel what others feel, has fallen at an accelerating rate in recent decades, while narcissism, the defensive enclosure of the self by a false persona (Vaknin), has increased during the same period. This psychic bleeding is attributed by researchers to widespread social changes: an increased interest in accruing wealth, decreased frequency of reading, increased social isolation, fewer friendships, and, of course, a greatly increased use of technological gadgets (Konrath et al, Kristol, Zaki). ★

With this fire we want to send a greeting to the French ancienrincies, whose actions and dialogues through their actions have been a source of inspiration for us.

THERE IS NO JUSTICE ONLY REVENGE FOR OUR ASSASSINATED COMRADES!
FIRE AND FLAMES TO REMEMBER STEFFEN, ALSO FOR COMRADE KEVIN RECENTLY KILLED IN THE PRISONS OF THE CHILEAN STATE!
SOLIDARITY TO PASKA, GHESE and GIOVA!
SOLIDARITY WITH ALL ANARCHIST PRISONERS!
DEATH TO THE STATE AND ITS SERVERS!

Russia: In Arkhangelsk anarchist Misha Zhlobitsky explodes FSB reception via actofterrorism

October 23, 2018: 5:32 local time in the city of Arkhangelsk at the entrance to the reception room of the Regional Directorate of the FSB (the former KGB) of the Russian Federation in the Arkhangelsk region an explosion was heard. The rebel anarchist Mikhail Vasilievich Zhlobitsky, also known in the Telegram channel as Valerian Panov, blew himself up. This is the first case of anarchists undermining the FSB in 19 years – the previous attack was organized in 1999 against the reception office of the FSB in Moscow by the New Revolutionary Alternative organization.

Mikhail Zhlobitsky died as a result of a self-destruction, causing injuries of varying severity to three FSB officers. He was 17 years old.

A few minutes before the explosion, the anarchist left a message in the chat group under the nickname Valerian Panov. Here is what he wrote:

"Comrades, now in the FSB building in Arkhangelsk there will be a terrorist attack, the responsibility for which I claim. The reasons are clear to you. Since FSB fabricates cases and tortures people, I decided to go for it. Most likely, I will die because of the explosion, because I initiate the bomb directly by pressing the button attached to the bomb cover. Therefore, you are requested to spread information about the terrorist attack: who committed it and the reasons.

Well, that seems to be all. I wish you to go towards our goal unservingly and uncompromisingly. I am wishing you the future of anarchist communism!"

We bow our heads before the heroism of our comrade.
We were not acquainted live, but through communication he left an impression of himself as an intelligent
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The vast majority of human beings living on Earth today have extremely little control over their lives and shared world. The ways in which we eat, gain shelter, and make a living are largely decided for us, overdetermined by existing social norms that we can influence only minutely, allowing us only a little room to maneuver in decisions about how we want to live and what values we are supposed to pursue. Most of our food comes from grocery stores or restaurants, grown in distant places we will never see under unknown and uncontrollable conditions. We rent or take out a mortgage to find a home we did not build with neighbors we did not choose and must labor immediately and continually to pay for it.

After going from place to place to beg for the opportunity to sell our time, we are rewarded by surrendering what is produced with our labor, how our labor is performed, and what is done with the product afterward.

The cycle of life seems to confront us like a blurred, harried race. Most of us are indoctrinated in compulsory government- or corporate-run schools where we are taught false or misleading histories, trained to be obedient to closely measured linear time, and inured to peer competition in the performance of duties issued by authority. In adolescence, through schooling, socializing, and propaganda, most of us adopt the religious, secular, and/or political ideologies with which we are bombarded that make our reality seem desirable, appropriate, or at least inevitable. Besides the jockeying for selling one’s labor mentioned above, most of us are trained in adulthood for many is vying to exchange the terror of being alone for the sanctioned isolation of the nuclear family, that reproductive unit that allows the cycle to begin anew. Elderhood completes this humiliation, as one’s inability or unwillingness to continue laboring often means increasing social irrelevance and impotence that commonly ends in being tended to like an invalid by hired strangers.

What is commonly called our freedom consists of only the most trivial and useless forms of freedom: the freedom to vote for some of our rulers among predetermined and highly similar political candidates, the freedom to choose among commodities that shriek at us with their labels and advertisements, the freedom to escape presence in one’s own life through a vast menagerie of pornography, television series, films, and —

### VAUGHN 17 TRIAL BEGINS

“This illusion of prestige that I’m up against, I respectfully decline to be awed by.”

- Jarreau Ayers, Vaughn 17 defendant representing himself in court

As the author of “Lessons Regarding Warfare” wrote recently, “Liberation is a crime.” It involves destruction, major destruction of the exploitative infrastructure that keeps this society aloft, and not everyone will survive it. Some people have deliberately chosen careers securing this infrastructure against insurgent threats, and it cannot be our priority, ethically or strategically, to pursue freedom in a way that keeps them safe. The destructive tactics that move us towards freedom are all realized by the state that manages our unfreedom, and those who use those tactics risk serious consequences and are worth considering for serious support.

On February 1, 2017, prisoners in the C-Building of the Vaughn Correctional Center in Smyrna, Delaware took over the building for more than 18 hours, holding the correctional officers on duty hostage, negotiating over waiting-tales for their demands, and citing President Trump’s election and worsening prison conditions as reasons for the uprising. The state eventually ended the occupation by bulldozing through a wall of the prison. When the occupation ended, one C.O., Sergeant Steven Floyd, was found dead.

Sixteen of those prisoners are now being charged with multiple counts of murder, assault, kidnapping, riot, and conspiracy to riot. An additional two prisoners have been charged, but not with the murder; one of them, Royal “Buffalo” Downs, reportedly flipped to become a witness for the prosecution. These prisoners have been divided up into five different trial groups. The first trial began last month on October 22 and is expected to last over four weeks.
The first day of trial showed how little of a real case the prosecution has. As defendants had already noted in their writings from prison, the state has no physical evidence against them — no video surveillance, DNA or forensic evidence, and is relying on snatch testimony and hardly audible recordings of the hostage negotiations. Roman Shankaras’s attorney described the prosecution’s case as “garbage evidence in, garbage evidence out.”

Its case against these particular four defendants, at least, seems so far to have nothing that could demonstrate their guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. The prosecution identified defendants Jaime Ayers and Dwayne Staats as two of the three voices on recordings negotiating with the state during the uprising, and alleged that Staats had been seen with a Shank during the uprising (though many prisoners were holding shanks for self-protection). The state said of defendant Deitic Forney only that he “assaulted officers,” without indicating in any way how they would prove that.

The prisoner they call the “mastermind” and “shot-caller” of the uprising, Roman Shankaras, is alleged as much because of one (contested) letter he sent to now-state witness Royal Downs after the uprising. Shankaras was in his cell or the yard during the uprising, and the state admits he did not take part in any assaults. According to his attorneys, since then; Shankaras is now awaiting being rescheduled to another trial date, Roman Shankaras is being charged because “he will not snitch but he is a witness.”

According to the defense, Royal Downs, the state’s “star witness,” is at the top of the prison hierarchy, directs hits for several gangs, and himself ordered the killing of Sergeant Floyd during the uprising. Subsequent testimony has similarly suggested Downs’s influence within the prison. Downs has repeatedly denied that he cooperated with the state in order to get parole from his life sentence. State investigators have denied that the state’s miraculous failure to charge him with the murder (despite recordings of his voice saying, “Floyd’s down. He’s about to be canceled”) had anything to do with him having agreed to cooperate. During his testimony, Downs attempted to gain sympathy from the jury, saying that snitching was “the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do.” However, as Ayers pointed out in cross-examination, he already previously assisted federal prosecutors in his home state of Maryland years ago in order to get transferred to a better prison.

“I can’t pass the bar, but I know a little bit.”
- Dwayne Staats, quoting Jay-Z in his opening statement

Dwayne Staats’s cross-examination of Downs challenged Downs’ story, which was that he had no role in the uprising and had only gotten on the walkie-talkie out of concern for everyone else’s safety during the occupation. Staats played audio of a phone call from before the riot where Downs asks his daughter to retrieve an ounce of marijuana and bring it in; Downs responded that many other inmates also smuggle in contraband. Staats countered, “This is your daughter though. Don’t you agree you are risking her freedom for your selfishness? If you do this about her, you don’t care about an inmate or correctional officer.”

None of this means that the state will not win its case. It has never been hard for the U.S. justice system, as part of a state apparatus that controls its citizens in part by making hatred of prisoners and criminality widespread, to manipulate a case to its advantage despite not having one. Since the Vaughn 17 were indicted, Delaware media’s coverage of the defendants has almost exclusively consisted of showing their unflattering mug shots and listing their previous crimes. The whole case is based on witness statements that the judge agreed to withhold from the defense until the last minute. Meanwhile, the defendants have been forced to be locked down 23 hours a day since they were indicted and have been regularly attacked by corrections officers.

Perhaps most significantly, the state is underpaying the defense attorneys it appointed, so the defendants’ counsel is at best overworked and in many cases unsympathetic to their clients and completely neglecting their cases. Many of the defendants are planning to represent themselves due to inadequate legal counsel. Commenting on this situation, defendant Kevin Berry writes: “Yes, this whole case is bullshit and they are really about to try to railroad us.”

Given all this, and some suspicious discrepancies that defendant Ayers has pointed out in court in how the state chose to charge these particular 18 defendants, it seems completely possible that these prisoners are innocent and that they have been targeted because they refuse to snitch. For this in itself their situation warrants attention and support, given the pressure presumably put on prisoners after the uprising to cooperate with the state’s investigation. Some of the defendants are more obviously “innocent” than others up to throw off the yoke of oppression, but they can set an example. In Greece in 2008 and in France in 2016, anarchist attacks set an example many took up when popular rage boiled over (alongside the spontaneous organization of combative new approaches).

Because anarchists understand attacks as acts in a larger war - acts demanding nothing, seeking to damage or disrupt, to help satisfy personal and collective needs autonomously - they are difficult for the state to recuperate. Since attackers relate to authority as enemies, there are less avenues for the state or liberals to push reformist agendas. A feeling of disappointment or frustration with authority is easily soothed with reforms; a feeling of antagonism or opposition is more difficult to tame.

For some anarchists, attacking authority and its mechanisms is part of a broader strategy to help build up social unity toward an insurrectionary or revolutionary situation. Other anarchists understand attacking to be a joyful and worthwhile activity in itself, without investing themselves in whether it spreads to other people.

“Coup des Lumières”

a tree shivers shade to protect the thief, the wolf from the prying sun
it is no coincidence that the gods of the forest are the patrons
are the patrons of witches, slaves, outcasts, are the patrons of outlaws
for the earth was a sanctuary before a mortar-mediated sky imposed survival on the living
before dogma demanded allegiance for safety; a time before time

a time before parking structures spewed their corpse breath on the seething summer asphalt
a time before existence was mitigated by screens, by false illuminations that prevent or pacify rest
for authentic sleep would spawn snaring fangs that respect no border
so fear not the wild wood, the shadow, the other.

fear not the patronage of criminals
embrace squatted sanctuary and sip freely from any stream not yet poisoned

be that impossible strike down the polluter and take his means to drink

have you noticed? we speak our secrets in the dark

have you noticed? we only really begin to dream without light ★
WHAT IS ATTACK?

Following up on last month’s discussion of direct action, it seems relevant and helpful to put out some thoughts on what attack is. Attack is an idea that is important to anarchists of many stripes, especially insurrectionary anarchists. Attacks are the offensive moves made by anarchists and other rebels in the social war. Social war is the conflict between those who hold and support authority and those who are trying to tear authority down. One might rightfully ask, why would someone attack? What is the point? The way things are going, an attack might not change much of anything. The idea of attacking will be explored here from both an individualist and a social perspective.

For the individuals who attack, the attack can be a healing moment. It is a short time when anarchist sentiments can be directly and honestly expressed. Instead of feeling frustrated after a boring demonstration or holding back grief after another round of terrible events, someone can take responsibility for their own feelings and emotional well-being, and be honest with themselves and society, by attacking something they want to destroy. Going after something that helps manage oppression is a healthy release in a world that fills everyone up with emotions that have very few beneficial outlets.

Most attacks do not completely destroy their targets, let alone the institutions they are part of. Punching a Nazi or smashing a window won’t get rid of white supremacy and capital. They do, however, cause damage and disrupt business as usual. Each attack leaves behind a scar that affects how things work. A Nazi with a black eye will have trouble seeing for a few days; a store will need to clean up glass and buy another window, etc. For many who attack, causing damage is enough; they live their hostility openly. For others, attacks are part of a longer trajectory they imagine can destroy the whole system.

The skills one learns and practices during attacks that might not be able to bring the system down in moments of relative social peace can serve as an example for more revolutionary times (if they ever come around) and leave the attackers more ready, should they find themselves in moments of social upheaval. Those who witness or learn about attacks will carry with them the possibility of acting offensively if they ever feel so inclined. Anarchists should not imagine they will set THE example for a population that will most likely never rise (for example, hardly anyone has testified yet that they even saw Derick Porney during the uprising) and are either being tried alongside the others to incur convictions through guilt by association, or in order to make some of the defendants seem more guilty than reasonable doubt should technically assure.

Still, if all 17 Vaughn defendants were guilty of all the charges, if Vaughn Correctional Center had not been notoriously abusive (so much so that prisoners had already staged a violent uprising there back in 1973), if Sergeant Floyd had not been exceptionally abusive (even in the eyes of other correctional officers), if the state of Delaware had not stunningly mismanaged the hostage negotiations or the handling of evidence afterward, these prisoners would still have done what needed to be done to fight for freedom and take down parts of the modern-day slave plantation that constitutes the U.S. prison system. Dignity is not won by waiting for better conditions or by begging our oppressors. We don’t need to make excuses about an especially bad set of cages in order to justify someone trying to get free.

Maintaining prisons is critical in the ongoing war against Black people in America, and for this civilization’s general ability to contain the backlash from increasingly intransigent people suffering from capitalism’s inevitable downturn. Not only should we defend and support those who destroy property and hurt or kill their captors in the process of fighting for freedom, we should remember that similar action is necessary in our shared struggle against the violent resources of the state.

To learn more about the Vaughn 17 and keep track of their case, go to Vaughn17Support.org

COLUMBUS AND THE ITALIAN ANARCHISTS

The Christopher Columbus statue and the Italian Immigrant Museum in Philly were recently vandalized by “Italian-Americans Against Racism.” One might be surprised to learn that the history of Italians assimilating into American whiteness was a rocky one, one that’s less straightforward than one might think. Many Italian immigrants pushed back against their subsumption into whiteness, using solidarity with other oppressed people as a weapon against the slip into capitalist white normality. The stories taught about Columbus and Italian immigration are those most convenient to the status quo and the cohesion of whiteness. That Christopher Columbus was an Italian hero and Italian immigrants were “respectable” and “good immigrants” who pulled themselves up by their bootstraps are two myths that deserve to be examined more closely.

First, Columbus. It might be a bit hard to even call him Italian; during his life, Italy was a collection of city-states in the north that were engaged in trade around the Mediterranean; the south was a war-torn feudal landscape. What we know as Italy would not exist for another 350 years. But whether he was Italian or not is less troubling than how he chose to live his life. At the young age of 19, Columbus took part in his first conquest, that of Naples. Later he went into trade and business, moving around Europe and asking royalty to pay for his trip to Asia.

Once he finally set off for what he never stopped believing was Asia, he landed in the Bahamas. Here he entered into predatory relations with the locals. He kidnapped some locals to try to force them to tell him where gold was, and to bring them back to Spain; he would continue kidnapping people during the rest of his first journey and on subsequent ones as well. He was forward about his desire to colonize and enslave the indigenous people and was the kind of man to give “kidnapped women to his friends. He expressed interest in spreading Christianity, but was careful not to baptize the indigenous people he ran into to ensure they could still be enslaved.

For those who have no bad feelings about colonialism, slavery, and rape culture, rest assured that Columbus was also terrible to his fellow shipmates and settlers as well. During his first trip west, he took credit for sight- ing land on the horizon despite a lookout on a different ship (three were going west together) alerting him
Nonetheless, the graffiti earlier this October shows that there are still Italians who are pushing against the oppressive colonial and racist pillars of this society.

This year has surpassed all others; vandals managed to send the 1000 pound statue into the nearby Schuylkill river and separated its body from its head! Fascist rallies and viking colonizers, however, aren't the only ones feeling the anti-colonial rage in Philly.

Columbus, notoriously disoriented explorer, has endured a great deal of put downs from Philadelphians. In October of 2015, the Columbus statue in South Philly was tagged "fuck white power", only to be tagged again this year with anti-colonial messages on Columbus Day. Posters and a banner stating that "Columbus didn't discover shit" and "Columbus did not find shit" respectively adorns a nearby city October 17, respectively arranged for anti-Columbus actions across the country. In nearby Camden, NJ, two statues of the colonizer had red paint thrown on them, along with three other Columbus statues in Atlantic and Bergen counties, NJ, this year, although those incidents took place in January.

This year, the History of Italian Immigration Museum was tagged "Italian Americans Against Racism" on Columbus Day. Messages against Columbus Day and colonialism were left on the sidewalk around the museum. And so the history of an anti-colonial Philadelphia continues to develop.

**WHAT FOREST REMAINS**

The world's forests, along with its oceans, absorb enormous amounts of the carbon dioxide that circulates in the atmosphere. They effectively, the Earth's lungs, and protecting those lungs is crucial if we are to defend the planet's biodiversity and fight global warming.

But, between 1990 and 2015, the world lost 259 million hectares of forests, destroyed by chainsaws, fire and cement. Deforestation is advancing at an alarming pace: about 10 hectares of forest – the equivalent of 14 football fields – disappear every minute, the result mainly of human activities such as agriculture, the extraction of raw materials and urbanisation.

"The lungs of the Earth," via Al Jazeera

Although the rate of deforestation has reportedly decreased in the past few years, global deforestation remains one of the worst underwriting the mass extinction event that is currently underway. In addition to hastening the extinction of countless species, changes in the use of land are estimated to cause 10 to 15% of current greenhouse gas emissions, furthering the massive accumulation of deaths and violations of the earth that our leaders have opted to name "climate change."

Some nations have begun cultivating more tree growth, but given that many of these nations are among the progenitors of the civilization that began deforestation on a massive scale, and provide markets for products being manufactured in the other nations with disappearing forests, there is not a single possible state-led trajectory that bodes well for the lungs of the earth.

This is especially relevant now given the election in October of Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro, who came into power condemning marginalized people, praising dictatorship while condemning democracy, and promising to open up the Amazon rainforest and indigenous lands to economic development, specifically to mining. The Amazon is often referred to as the major source of breathable air on earth, and lusted for its biodiversity. Biodiversity is important in the currently cascading collapse of ecosystems as the extinction of species leads to negative effects on the many necessarily interdependent species that remain. If opened up to development, there will be no way for us to prevent the most catastrophic forms of climate change.

Already the round-up of political "dissidents" has begun in Brazil, in addition to violent attacks on indigenous people, whom farmers sometimes demonize due to what remains of the protections against development on indigenous lands. This echoes the indigenous experience in this nation, as colonial progress marches on, still ONLINE! despite attacks for the sake of new pipelines and other atrocities. Recent local news also warns of threats to one of the last big open spaces remaining in neighboring Delaware County, Pennsylvania, as the Catholic Archdiocese nearby sold 213 acres for commercial development, seemingly without warning about it. It is unclear at this point how much of the land will be developed on. In addition to being one of the most rapidly gentrifying cities in the country, Philadelphia is also seeing significant surburban development.

Even without active state interference, the tropical forests may not survive the accelerating pace of climate change, and those catastrophic consequences will still ensue. A recent study surveying the Amazon over the past 30 years found that the rainforest's trees were adapting to rising carbon dioxide and worsening drought, but not fast enough. The point is not just that Bolsonaro must be stopped from developing those forests, but that the roots of deforestation must be stopped altogether, including every aspect of agriculture, resource extraction, and urbanization. Solidarity with those who will be impacted by potential events in Brazil means discussing and taking action against the multinational, government officials and genocidal projects that are similarly complicit on our side of the border.